Formula Calculator Deluxe FAQ
(Frequently asked questions)

Does the software and the descriptions of the letters in it replace the formula reference ?
The Formula Calculator Deluxe is not a simple thematically ordered formula reference, but designed for the
calculation of your own UNIVERSAL formula. It addresses all topics that are interesting and essential for your
life and living environment.
In the integrated trainer for the 3-sense concentration, each individual letter and its meaning in all 4 areas
of existence (Akasha, Mental, Emotional and Coarse material) is described in a completely new, detailed and
very understandable way, whereby the respective effect of EVERY conceivable formula combination (up to
the 4-sense formula) can be derived.
What happens if I enter the place of birth instead of the place of residence ?
This is feasible in principle, but the current place of residence is more suitable. Any change is only possible
through the NOW so that your formula gets the maximum effectiveness !
Are ALL topics really resolved by the formula of my personal formula ?
Yes !
If that happens, what does that make me? How far does it go ? Will I perhaps even be enlightened ?
This formula is able to completely change your life and solve all kinds of blockages on a personal and even
superpersonal level. It is a formula work in the highest and never known effectiveness. Please note in any
case that this formula is like a kabbalistic homeopathy, whereby the themes can first emerge strongly into
consciousness, in order to be finally and completely dissolved.
Other formulas are really no longer necessary ?
The search for a possibly suitable letter-combinations or such, which seem to be particularly meaningful (or
rather not, since they may not have an exact enough effect on the situation to be changed), is omitted. Due
to the almost inexhaustible range of formula combinations and their effects, users of earlier methods were
sometimes tempted to collect and work with dozens of formulas because they seemed necessary or even
essential. As a result, however, the time-consuming management of all these formulas with their enormously
high expenditure of time and dedication, often resulted in the fact that the formula practice was neglected
after only a short time, or, unfortunately, was completely stopped.
In addition, experience has shown that all formulas that were used could trigger certain changing processes,
which were wrongly perceived as new problems, so that the user changed his formula selection or started
searching again for new „more suitable” formulas. This resulted in a game of finding „the most suitable formula or formula combinations”, which were practically never found, and even if - theoretically - (temporarily) one was found, the user rarely stuck to his practice when the changes became too strong and the mind
pushed for „other solutions”.
With your personal formula this has an end. Because the precisely calculated POWER formula becomes your
personal companion and guide, leading you safely through all topics and blockages. Due to the SPECIAL and
individual calculation, strong to strongest changes can be expected, as they were never known from using
the previous (general) formulas.

How effective is my calculated letter combination ?
Since your personal formula is unique and it can almost be ruled out that a second person will use exactly the
same formula, the formula work results in an ever stronger field of consciousness for you, which helps you
to solve existing conflicts and blockades. This results in a real individuation process that awakens and reveals
the unconscious/unlived parts in you.
This also awakens and integrates all previously hidden abilities. This process, which is completely tailored to
your needs, works like a precisely bundled laser beam, whose focus first dissolves resistances and then prepares new space for a more fulfilled life with the conscious discovery and use of potentials that were previously only unconsciously present. The regular application results in a phenomenal force field and the highest
conceivable effectiveness of formula work that has existed so far.
Can others also work profitably with my personal formula ?
NO! Because of the very special effect this is not the case and also not advisable under any circumstances.
However, your personal application and the resulting changes will benefit your entire environment in a way
not previously thought possible !
If others work with my formula, does the effect for myself then disappear ?
NO, because each individual has his own force field and always exactly this is addressed. Imagine it as a very
special and only for you developed medicine. If others use it, it will not bring the desired effects, or even have
unwanted side effects. For this reason you should avoid passing on your personal formula to others (key-lock
principle).
What is the best way to deal with the effect of my personal formula ?
Any change that results from working with your truly tailor-made universal formula is temporary and a VERY
positive sign. That means: If SchwieIf you experience any difficulties, unpleasant phases, or initial resistance
(in whatever way), do not be tempted to stop the exercise. Please do not look for special methods to „get
rid” of the changes that occur, because they will certainly disappear if you continue to practice consistently.
Note that previous (unconscious) resistances, which blocked you in your life, must first be made conscious,
i.e. felt consciously, and should not be formulated away with „auxiliary formulas”, which in turn would be
tantamount to repression. It would therefore be obstructive to want to make feelings, imposing thought constructs or somatics disappear and to avoid confronting them (feeling them).
Should I do anything else to support this process ?
In principle, this is not necessary. Focus your attention and perception on things that you wish for with all
your heart and that give you pleasure, i.e. away from problems of all kinds.
Keep the absolute confidence in your consciousness that all emerging or existing difficulties will resolve
anyway, no matter how long they have existed. With the clearing of blockades a much higher manifestation
power results and this should be used in a positive way for your personal life and for the benefit of all. It
makes sense to provide for a sufficient grounding (resp. consciousness of the present moment). Physical and
perceptual exercises of all kinds, or attentive and conscious walks in nature, will help here.
How can I best practice the formula? Is it better to pronounce or think the letters ?
That’s up to your intuition. You can even charge food and drinks with your formula and thus intensify the
effect on the coarse material level. The same happens if you inhale the formula and intonate it mentally...

How often and for how long should I work with the personal formula ?
As far as the formula time is concerned, please pay attention to your feeling. About 15-20 minutes per DAY
are usually sufficient. With the formula activator 1-5 minutes daily are sufficient. In general, it is better to use
your formula moderately but regularly.
What reactions are to be expected ?
Of course, you will first notice blockages that have sometimes accompanied you all your life. As you become
aware of the underlying causes, they begin to dissolve. Mental belief patterns, emotional perceptions or
physical reactions are possible, desired and completely normal ! They disappear in the moment of dissolution. Never work against it and look at everything that shows up as positive and temporary change ! Please
do not overtax yourself. By shortening the formula time these phenomena can be compensated !
Does this formula also dissolve my karma ?
Of course, this is done by conscious confrontation of the relevant issues.
Should I only repeat my formula, or should I imagine the 3-senses analogies or should I additionally feel
something certain ?
You get your personal formula with all necessary information about the 3-sense concentration displayed
(color, feeling = element, sound) ! This alone has an effect. The formula properties should and will naturally
flow into your exercises. It is not necessary to use the 3-SK perfectly.
You can, for example, view the formula in its specific colors and try out or gradually integrate aspects. In the
course of time this will become easier and easier with the optical memory. However, the formula is also highly effective WITHOUT mastery of the 3-SK from the FIRST APPLICATION.
Do you still need the basic formulas if you use your own formula ?
No. You can, however, use certain suitable formulas to support personal changes and processes. For example: DC (cleaning) or EF (peace and harmony).
Do I need a Formula Activator when working with my personal formula ?
NO, but if desired the necessary formula time can be shortened considerably. Owners of the Formula Activator can use the 3-SK Trainer to check to what extent the correct tones and elemental vibrations or colours
have already been hit automatically.
Can I use the Formula Calculator Deluxe on my smartphone or iPhone ?
No, the Formula Calculator Deluxe is only designed for Windows desktop systems and Windows tablets
(minimum: 700 pixel height) ! It runs neither on Apple computers (nor iPhones), nor on Android systems or
Android smartphones. Exception: On non-Windows computers (e.g. Apple-IOS) you can use the software
with a Windows emulator.
Do I have to pay attention to anything when entering my data ?
It does not matter whether you enter vowels or single letters; „ae” or „ä”, „oe” or „ö” are processed identically. This applies to the name as well as to the current place of residence.
In the final output, the letters (sounds) „SCH”, „CH”, „Ö” and „Ä” can also occur, i.e. all letters used in Formula
Magic are taken into account (see example image).

How important is the second first name ? In the rarest case both first names are used or pronounced ?!
Please enter all names including second or third names. Especially if the second name is not or only rarely
used, it still has a big often very unconscious influence and is important for the correct calculation and the
optimal effect of your personal formula...
Notice:
If the total number of characters of your names exceed 100, which is usually only the case with more than
10-12 names (e.g. title of nobility), please contact us. The software will then be adapted for you personally...
I’m married. Do I use the original birth name or the name adopted by my husband ?
The current adopted name.
I have an artist name that is mainly used, should I use it for the calculation or insert it as a second and
third name ?
NO. In this case an important exception applies! Use your original name, i.e. the last current name you had
before the name change, even if the artist name is used as the main name, or was even entered in the passport !
Should I consider something special before I start?
Before working with the Formula Calculator Deluxe, please read and study the description, the manual and
the FAQ carefully. It could be that mental constructs put apparent obstacles in the way.
To get started, it would be a good idea to let the formula have its effects on you during the first few days in
a more passive manner so that you can familiarize yourself with it. Look at the graphics and colours, feel the
elements, read the meanings and listen to the sounds. With the first contact to the formula an effect has
already occurred. If changes or resistances appear, accept them as necessary processes, go through them
confidently and purposefully, without „fighting” against them in any way.
If processes become too strong, please do not force anything. In such a case please reduce the formula
time or pause for a while. Moreover do exercises in presence, mindfulness or anchoring, e.g. by looking at
objects or trying to find something new on them and touch walls and floors, feel their firmness, structure, etc.
Always take enough time for this.
Can I have their UNIVERSAL formula calculated for the family or partner ?
In principle yes, but our recommendation is: Give others their own formula only by feeling whether this
would be useful in their current phase of life. Do not proceed according to feelings of guilt (e.g. „I owe it to
him because he is my friend and asks me for it”), but rather whether it is really the right time for the other,
or whether there is enough stability and self-control.
In families it makes sense in principle if the family members work together on themselves, in order to also to
achieve family systemic progress. This should be however really only then in such a way, if all to want together, everyone is consciously ready for it, nobody is forced and everyone supports each other unconditionally.
Otherwise it is best to work only for oneself, but this also has an extremely positive effect on the personal
environment (resonance effect).
Can I as a non-medical practitioner, therapist, coach, trainer, life consultant or spiritual consultant calculate the UNIVERSAL-Formula for my clients and pass it on or resell it ?
The Formula Calculator Deluxe cannot be used commercially without licensing. In this case please contact us.

Is it possible to enter more than 4 letters in 3-SK mode ?
No because this would not be necessary.
Where can I find the serial ?
The serial is supplied and entered during installation.
At also represents an energetic protection.
Further future additions to the FAQ can be found on the website under the heading „Formula Calculator”.
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